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LIITE S58. Puheterapian dysfagiakatsauksen alkuperäistutkimusten interventioiden kuvaukset (AVH). 
 

First author 
Year 

Intervention 

Carnaby 2006 
 

Group A: Usual care managed by the attending SLP. Treatment usually included 
supervised feeding and precautions for safe and efficient swallowing.  
Group B: Low-intensity swallowing therapy. Treatment usually included compensatory 
swallowing strategies, safe feeding advice, and dietary modifications. The choice of 
specific compensatory swallowing compensation techniques under the direction of the 
SLP. Patients were seen 3 x weekly for up to one-month. 
Group C: High-intensity swallowing therapy. Treatment usually included compensatory 
swallowing strategies, safe feeding advice, dietary modifications, and swallowing 
exercises under the direction of the attending SLP. Patients were seen daily for up to 
one-month.   

DePippo 1994 
 

Patients in all groups received one assessment and one SLP therapy session in the use of 
compensatory swallowing techniques that were shown to improve swallowing on VFS 
examination. 
Group A: Frequency of follow up session from SLP determined by patient or family at 
any time throughout hospital stay. Additional therapy was provided at the request of the 
patient or family.   
Group B: Frequency of follow up session by SLP was set to be every other week 
throughout the hospital stay. Additional therapy was not provided at the request of the 
patient or family. 
Group C: Daily follow-up provided by SLP throughout hospital stay. 

Ebihara 2006 100μL of one of 3 odorants was administered to the nostrils with a paper stick for 1 
minute prior to each meal for 30 days. Caregivers assisted with nasal inhalation.  
Study Group: Black pepper oil (BPO) 
Control Groups: Lavender oil (LO) and distilled water (odourless group). 

Power 2006 Study Group: Electrical stimulation (0.2 Hz) was applied in the study group to the 
anterior FP (faucial pillar) at 75% of the maximum tolerated for 10 min (5 min on each 
side) by digitally placing the electrode on the base of the faucial pillar. 
Control Group (sham group): The same electrode placement was used but no current 
was passed. 
 
The stimulus intensity was calculated as the 75% of the value (in mA) between sensory 
threshold (0%) and pain threshold (100%). 

Rosenbek 1998 Tactile-thermal application. Four groups. All patients received treatment that included 
rubbing both anterior faucial pillars briskly, 3 or more times with an ice stick. Following 
this, the subject was then instructed to swallow “hard “.  
Study Group A: 150 trials of tactile-thermal stimulation per week 
Study Group B: 300 trials per week 
Study Group C: 450 trials per week 
Study Group D: 600 trials per week. 

 


